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Abstract 8 

Mechanical properties of masonry play important role in the identification of seismic 9 

behavior during earthquakes. As historical earthquakes precisely note that the non-10 

engineered masonry buildings are the most affected structural forms during earthquakes, 11 

analytical models should be more representative to capture the real damage mechanisms. 12 

Similar scenario was reflected during the 1988, 2011, and 2015 earthquakes in Nepal. 13 

However, an extensive literature survey noted that the mechanical properties of Nepali 14 

masonry construction are still not well identified and thus require due attention to improve 15 

numerical models. To this end, this study aims to identify the mechanical properties for 16 

neoclassical monumental masonry constructions in Nepal.  In-situ tests, analytical 17 

validation using discrete element modeling, and laboratory test results are reported in this 18 

paper.  19 

Keywords: Mechanical property; brick masonry; mud mortar; monumental construction; 20 

Nepal.   21 

Introduction 22 

Masonry structures comprise the largest fraction of building worldwide and their 23 

existence will continue for centuries due to socio-economic constraints, cultural affinity, 24 
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economic viability, resource availability, among others. Masonry construction comprises 25 

monumental, administrative, and residential structures. Seismic vulnerability of 26 

residential construction higher than that of the monumental constructions due to 27 

associated inferiorities in terms of workmanship, technology, materials, and periodic 28 

repair and maintenance. Heritage structures encapsulate history and reflection of 29 

construction technology thus they require periodic strengthening for conservation 30 

(Tamrakar & Parajuli, 2019). The damage incurred during the 1934 and 2015 earthquakes 31 

in Nepal firmly outline very high vulnerability of Nepali monumental constructions 32 

(Gautam, 2017).  Despite this, more than 60% of the residential buildings are either stone 33 

or brick masonry constructions in mud mortar in Nepal (Central Bureau of Statistics, 34 

2012) and their seismic performance would gravely alter the damage and loss statistics. 35 

To this end, seismic assessment of masonry structures in Nepal requires due attention in 36 

terms of experimental and analytical studies. For more representative analytical models, 37 

mechanical characterization is very important as the parameter values may alter the 38 

performance level. Structural evaluation of existing structures gravely depends on the 39 

realistic material properties and the use of numerical methods. Thus, experimentally 40 

estimated material properties are backbone for reliable numerical analyses. Many 41 

researchers have experimentally characterized the properties of masonry prisms and 42 

masonry units for different types of masonry construction systems (see e.g. Costigan, 43 

Pavía, & Kinnane, 2015; Jafari, Rots, Esposito, & Messali, 2017; Kaushik, Rai, & Jain, 44 

2007; Sarangapani, Reddy, & K. S., 2005; Parajuli & Kiyono, 2015; Parajuli, 2020). The 45 

properties of masonry buildings in New Zealand were determined by using field and 46 

laboratory tests (Lumantarna, Biggs, & Ingham, 2014b, 2014a). Similarly, material 47 

properties of ancient structures in Iran were reported together with few combinations of 48 

mortar ratios by Rahgozar & Hosseini (2017). These studies provide an important basis 49 
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to delineate the likely performance of masonry structures during earthquakes. However, 50 

due to the variation in type, manufacturing process, and constituents, mechanical 51 

properties of masonry from one region will not be the same for another. Although being 52 

widely recognized as one of the most active seismic regions in the world, studies related 53 

to masonry constructions are limited in Nepal. Some numerical and forensic 54 

interpretation based studies have emerged in the recent decades (e.g. (Gautam, 2017); 55 

(Gautam & Rodrigues, 2018)); however, experimental studies have not surfaced widely 56 

(e.g. (Adhikari, Jha, Gautam, & Fabbrocino, 2019)).  Owing to the frequent seismic 57 

activities throughout the Himalayan arc, seismic safety of masonry buildings has emerged 58 

as a great concern throughout the Hindu Kush Himalayan region. However, limited works 59 

could be found throughout the region (see e.g.(Ali et al., 2013); (Ahmad, Ali, Ashraf, 60 

Alam, & Naeem, 2012); (Ahmad, Ali, & Umar, 2012); (Gautam, 2018); (Adhikari et al., 61 

2019); among others). It is obvious that the wide discrepancies in construction 62 

workmanship and materials may lead to a greater variation in properties of materials; 63 

thus, more dedicated studies are required for each masonry type, preferably in local scale.   64 

Most of the neoclassical buildings constructed during the 19th century in Nepal are now 65 

considered as heritage assets although they were fundamentally constructed for 66 

residential and administrative purposes. Materials used in such buildings were especially 67 

manufactured for neoclassical constructions. The neoclassical monuments have peculiar 68 

specifications in terms of materials such as brick masonry in mud mortar or brick masonry 69 

in Surkhi-lime mortar (brick powder and lime mortar). Further details regarding the 70 

construction systems and details of the structural and architectural components regarding 71 

neoclassical monuments are reported by Adhikari et al. (Adhikari et al., 2019). A broad 72 

literature review highlighted that experimental studies on mechanical properties of 73 

monumental brick masonry from developing countries such as Nepal are quite limited. 74 
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However, studies on mechanical characterization of monumental constructions are 75 

abundantly reported especially in southern Europe (see e.g. (Formisano, Vaiano, 76 

Fabbrocino, & Milani, 2018), (Potenza et al., 2015), (Barluenga et al., 2014); (Boschi, 77 

Galano, & Vignoli, 2019), (Milosevic, Gago, Lopes, & Bento, 2013), among others). To 78 

fulfill this hiatus, we conducted laboratory and in-situ tests in some brick masonry 79 

wallets, brick masonry units, and mud mortar that is commonly used as the binding agent 80 

in monumental brick masonry constructions.  81 

Materials and Methods 82 

We collected samples from two monumental structures, viz. Shreemahal and Singh 83 

Durbar. Both structures are located in Kathmandu Valley and were damaged by the 2015 84 

Gorkha earthquake. Brick samples were collected from the monuments and tested on 85 

different dates. Laboratory test for brick, direct compression, and shear strength of brick 86 

masonry wall was conducted in the Central Materials Testing Laboratory (CMTL) and 87 

Heavy Lab at Institute of Engineering (IOE), Pulchowk Campus and Civil Engineering 88 

Lab (CEL), Institute of Engineering (IOE), Thapathali Campus.  89 

Brick test was conducted using the Compression Testing Machine (CTM) and Universal 90 

Testing Machine (UTM) at CMTL and CEL. The wallet tests were performed at the 91 

CMTL and the Heavy Lab at IOE Pulchowk Campus. The samples were prepared 92 

following the procedure suggested by the Indian standard (IS) IS 3495-1 (Bureau of 93 

Indian Standards, 1992). Once the samples were prepared, surfaces were smoothened, 94 

and the specimens were soaked in water for 24 hours. The frogs and other gaps of the 95 

specimens were filled with a cement sand mortar (1:3) and sand only.  Bricks were then 96 

wrapped in a damp jute bag for 24 hours and immersed for three days in clean water. The 97 

load was gradually increased, and corresponding displacements were recorded.   We also 98 
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collected specimens from the wall for shear test, compressive strength test, and particle 99 

distribution test following standard test procedures. Compression test and shear test of 100 

the masonry wallets with mud mortar were performed at CMTL. All the materials 101 

required for the preparation of the sample were extracted from partially collapsed 102 

Shreemahal monument. Walls with the required sizes to fit on the testing apparatus were 103 

prepared on the metal baseplates. Four wall models were prepared for compressive 104 

strength test of the wallets. The dimension of the wallets was 360  360  340 mm. All 105 

the samples were prepared in English bond with mud mortar of thickness ~12 mm to 106 

replicate the real construction scenario in monumental constructions. The top surface of 107 

the samples was smoothened and leveled by mud plaster. The walls were left in room 108 

temperature to dry for 28 days. Sand was used to level the top surface of the walls and 109 

metal plates were stacked above the sand layer to assure a uniform distribution of vertical 110 

loads.  The load was increased gradually, and respective displacements were recorded for 111 

each increment.  112 

Brick elements taken from Shreemahal were used to prepare the walls of size 900900 113 

450 mm. Clay was collected from the quarry sites where similar clay that was used for 114 

the monumental construction was abundant. However, it should be noted that even careful 115 

estimation, approximation, and preparation of properties and sample may not lead to the 116 

exact scenarios. This is due to the fact that technologies and skills may have drifted 117 

significantly over these decades and exact replication may not be possible due to lack of 118 

knowledge on how the original structure was planned and constructed. Skilled masons 119 

with prior experience were hired to prepare the wallets. Clay was kept wet for about 24 120 

hours to assure thorough mixing of water in it and to have a good bond. Four walls were 121 

prepared on metal baseplates in the lab and were kept in room temperature for 28 days. 122 

Test setup for the shear test was arranged in such a way that the target forces and 123 
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measurement of displacements would be achieved. Fig. 1 shows some evidence of the 124 

experimental campaign conducted at the Heavy Lab at Institute of Engineering, Pulchowk 125 

Campus, Nepal.  A wall panel and loading directions are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b.  126 

Constant vertical load was applied at the top of the wall and monotonic lateral load was 127 

applied gradually up to the failure point.  The horizontal load was applied at the two third 128 

of the height of the wall, i.e.  600 mm from the bottom of the wall. Four samples were 129 

tested with varying constant vertical loads of 10, 12, 15, and 18 KN, meanwhile, 130 

displacements in each load increment was recorded.  131 

 132 

Fig. 1 a) and b) Loading arrangement for masonry wallet, c) crack initiation in wallet, d) 133 

cracked specimen, e) specimen contained by metal plates, f) and g) cracks propagated in 134 

masonry wallets 135 
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 136 

Fig. 2 a) Experimental setup for in-plane shear test showing loading direction, b) wall 137 

samples prepared for in-plane shear test 138 

Shove test, a semi-destructive way of testing the masonry strength in-situ, was used to 139 

test the shear strength of masonry walls in Singh Durbar. A calibrated hydraulic ram 140 

capable of displaying applied load was used together with a dial gauge for in-situ tests. 141 

The dial gauge position was maintained by drilling holes on the wall. Test location was 142 

prepared by removing the brick on sides of the target brick unit including the mortar on 143 

one side of the brick to be tested. The head joint on the opposite side of the brick to be 144 

tested was also removed. We assured that the mortar joints above and below the test brick 145 

remain undisturbed. The hydraulic ram was then inserted in the space from where the 146 

brick was removed. A steel loading block was placed between the ram and the brick to 147 

be tested so that the ram would distribute its load over the end face of the brick. The dial 148 

gauge was also placed to record the displacement to obtain the force-deflection plot. The 149 

brick was then loaded with the ram till the indication of cracking or movement of the 150 

brick first appears. The ram force and associated deflection on the dial gauge were 151 

recorded. The joint was inspected for estimation of effective joint area to resist the force 152 
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from the ram. The in-situ shear strength test was carried out at the main building of Singh 153 

Durbar at five different locations. Three tests were conducted on the ground floor and the 154 

other two were conducted on the first floor.  155 

Results  156 

Compressive strength of bricks 157 

The compressive strength test results for the bricks from Shreemahal are summarized in 158 

Table 1. As shown in Table 1, average compressive strength of brick is found to be 6.40 159 

MPa and average -water absorption ratio is obtained as 15.98%. The summary of the 160 

compressive strength of bricks is presented in Table 2. Comparison between Table 1 and 161 

Table 2 highlights that the bricks with frogs filled with sand have lower compressive 162 

strength when compared with the bricks with frog filled with cement mortar. This is due 163 

to the fact that cement mortar has better strength and thus resists greater load. The sand 164 

usually gets displaced when loaded so the strength of brick is obtained to be lower in this 165 

case. In the case of frog filled with cementitious materials, the load will be acting on the 166 

stiffer element hence alters the value of the compressive strength. The summary of the 167 

compressive strength of bricks from Singh Durbar is presented in Table 3. The average 168 

compressive strength is obtained as 19.89 MPa, which is very high when compared to the 169 

normal bricks that are available in the market nowadays. Similarly, the load displacement 170 

plot was obtained using the test results as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 shows the variation in 171 

displacement upon load for nine brick samples. The bricks were not machine-made bricks 172 

thus their constituents usually vary, and the manufacturing process would also vary. This 173 

leads to the variation in displacement. The sudden drops in the curves in Fig. 3 highlight 174 

the initiation of cracks in the sample.   175 
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 176 

Fig. 3 Breaking load vs. displacement plot for the Singh Durbar brick samples  177 

Table 1. Compressive strength of brick from Shreemahal (frog filled with cement 178 

mortar) 179 

Brick Sample No. 1 2 3 Average 

Dimension (LBH) mm 230115

70 

232116

70 

228115

70 

230115.33

70 

Breaking load (N) 202000 182000 126000 170000 

Breaking strength (MPa) 7.64 6.76 4.81 6.40 

Water absorption (%) 13.00 17.25 17.69 15.98 

 180 

Table 2. Compressive strength of brick from Shreemahal (frog filled with sand)  181 
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Sample no. Length (mm) Breadth (mm) Breaking load (N) 

Compressive 

Strength (MPa) 

S1 230 119 100000 3.65 

S2 230 117 100000 3.72 

S3 230 117 94000 3.49 

S4 235 119 110000 3.93 

S5 230 114 120000 4.58 

S6 230 115 174000 6.58 

 Average 4.33 

Table 3. Compressive strength of brick from Singh Durbar (frog filled with cement 182 

mortar) 183 

Sample no. Length (mm) Breadth (mm) Breaking load (N) 

Compressive 

Strength (MPa) 

S1 245 110 338768.4 12.57 

S2 222 105 392321.1 16.83 

S3 227 111 416352.2 16.52 

S4 211 102 579043.9 26.90 

S5 232 104 514110.6 21.31 

S6 234 108 605198.0 23.95 

S7 223 103 479137.7 20.86 

S8 221 110 605354.8 24.90 

S9 241 105 383171.3 15.14 

 Average 19.89 
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 184 

The average compressive strength of brick from Singh Durbar is found to be 19.89 MPa 185 

when the frog was filled with cement mortar. Adhikari et al. (Adhikari et al., 2019) 186 

reported the maximum compressive strength of Bagh Durbar monument as 6.63 MPa. 187 

Similarly, Jha et al. (Jha, Motra, Sah, Adhikari, & Gautam, 2019) reported the maximum 188 

compressive strength from Bal Mandir monument was ~ 15 MPa. This highlights that the 189 

monumental brick masonry units were especially manufactured and have considerably 190 

high compressive strength. Usually, bricks having 7.5 MPa strength are regarded as first-191 

class bricks in Nepal and the average compressive strength of Singh Durbar bricks show 192 

that they are very high-quality bricks despite being more than 80 years old. It is worthy 193 

to note that the bricks were manufactured many decades ago, and their initial compressive 194 

strength may be different than the value obtained in this test.  195 

Wallet test 196 

The compressive strength test results for four brick masonry walls in mud mortar are 197 

summarized in Table 4. Similarly, compressive strength and modulus of elasticity are 198 

presented in Table 5. The stress-strain relationships for all the samples are shown in Fig. 199 

4. The average compressive strength of the brick wall and the modulus of elasticity are 200 

found to be 0.865 MPa and 29.145 MPa respectively. The observed failure pattern 201 

closely represents the likely failure pattern due to earthquake loading. The summary of 202 

shear strength test results is presented in Table 6.   Equivalent coulomb parameters ‘c’ 203 

and ‘φ’ for the masonry wall panel are found to be 0.024 MPa and 16.98 degrees for 204 

brick masonry in mud mortar. The variation in the compressive strength of brick 205 

masonry walls depends on several factors such as thickness of mortar remaining water 206 

content inside the wall specimen, handling of the samples before testing, among others. 207 
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The major factor that affects the compressive strength value is the use of masonry wall 208 

cubes without lateral restraints (Sarangapani et al., 2005). In the case of low strength 209 

mortars, load applied at the top of the wall starts to push laterally in each step of loading 210 

in lower layers. Low shear strength in joints results spreading of the bricks laterally 211 

which leads to the failure of the specimen with much deflection even though the metal 212 

plates are used at the top to distribute loads uniformly. Laterally restrained prisms in 213 

two opposite faces would lead to a better result in compression test of low strength 214 

masonry.  215 

Table 4. Summary of stress-strain values recorded during compression strength test of 216 

masonry walls with mud mortar 217 

Step 

Sample No 1 

(S1) 

Sample No 2 

(S2) 

Sample No 3 

(S3) 

Sample No 4 

(S4) 

Stress 

(MPa) 

Strain 

Stress 

(MPa) 

Strain 

Stress 

(MPa) 

Strain 

Stress 

(MPa) 

Strain 

1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

2 0.039 0.012 0.039 0.011 0.039 0.007 0.039 0.008 

3 0.077 0.016 0.077 0.018 0.077 0.011 0.077 0.011 

4 0.154 0.022 0.154 0.022 0.154 0.016 0.154 0.016 

5 0.231 0.026 0.193 0.023 0.231 0.020 0.193 0.018 

6 0.309 0.029 0.231 0.025 0.309 0.022 0.270 0.021 

7 0.347 0.031 0.309 0.029 0.463 0.027 0.347 0.024 

8 0.386 0.033 0.347 0.030 0.617 0.031 0.386 0.025 

9 0.424 0.034 0.386 0.032 0.694 0.034 0.463 0.028 
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10 0.463 0.035 0.463 0.035 0.772 0.037 0.540 0.029 

11 0.502 0.037 0.540 0.039 0.849 0.039 0.579 0.031 

12 0.540 0.039 0.617 0.042 0.926 0.041 0.656 0.032 

13 0.617 0.046 0.656 0.043 0.965 0.043 0.694 0.034 

14 0.656 0.045 0.733 0.046 1.042 0.046 0.733 0.034 

15 0.694 0.047 0.772 0.048 1.119 0.048 0.772 0.035 

16 0.733 0.050 0.810 0.053 1.181 0.050 0.779 0.036 

17 0.714 0.050 0.795 0.054 1.127 0.051 0.741 0.039 

18 0.648 0.053 0.741 0.056 1.057 0.054 0.640 0.041 

 218 

Table 5. Compressive strength test results of walls 219 

Wall Sample No. 1 2 3 4 Average 

Breaking Load (N) 93195 103950 151470 99990 112151.25 

Compressive Strength 

(MPa) 

0.719 0.802 1.169 0.772 0.865 

Modulus of elasticity, E 

(MPa) 

 

30.818 

 

22.949 

 

30.715 

 

32.096 

 

29.145 

Table 6. In-plane shear test result 220 

Description Sample -W1 Sample -W2 Sample -W3 

Plan area (mm2) 405,000.00 405,000.00 405,000.00 

Vertical load (N) 10,000.00 12,000.00 15,000.00 

Horizontal load (N) 12,870.00 13,156.00 14,357.00 
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Normal stress (MPa) 0.0247 0.0296 0.0370 

Shear stress (MPa) 0.0318 0.0325 0.0354 

 221 

Fig. 4 Stress-strain diagram for wallet test 222 

In-situ shear test 223 

Shove test conducted for the replicated sample (reconstructed in laboratory using the 224 

materials of real structure) from Singh Durbar shows the average shear strength of 0.024 225 

MPa. Adhikari et al. (Adhikari et al., 2019) reported the shear strength of 0.1 MPa for 226 

Bagh Durbar monument. The mud mortar strength was calculated by considering the 227 

vertical stress that was induced due to the dead load in the test location. Net shear strength 228 

of the brick mortar joint from the building is shown in Table 9. Mud mortar in the test 229 

locations was found to be dry, so no effect of moisture is applicable for the results reported 230 

in Table 7.  231 
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Table 7. In-situ shear test result of masonry wall 232 

Test location Shear stress (MPa) 

Ground Floor outside pier 0.013 

Ground floor front main wall 0.055 

Ground floor front main wall 0.009 

First floor inside wall 0.025 

First floor outside wall 0.018 

In-situ shear strength of mud mortar (average) 0.024 

 233 

Numerical modeling and validation of test results 234 

The mechanical properties of brick masonry obtained from experiments were validated 235 

using numerical models. We used refined Discrete Element Model (DEM) to validate  the 236 

results of in-plane shear test with the previously published works (see e.g. Furukawa, 237 

Hanafusa, Kiyono, & Parajuli, 2019; Furukawa et al., 2017; Furukawa & Ohta, 2009). 238 

The refined DEM is a numerical analysis method that enables the simulation of a series 239 

of seismic behaviors from elastic to failure to collapse behavior is used (Furukawa, 240 

Kiyono, & Toki, 2011). Among numerical simulation methods, the finite element method 241 

(FEM) is the most common method for the analysis of a continuum (Zienkiewicz & 242 

Taylor, 2000). However, it has difficulty in solving failure and collapse phenomena since 243 

it is based on the mechanics of the continuum and uses a continuous shape function. A 244 

method based on dis-continuum modeling is more suitable for analyzing failure and 245 

collapse phenomena. The distinct element method (DEM) is the numerical methods for a 246 

dis-continuum developed by Cundall to solve problems in rock mechanics (Cundall & 247 

Strack, 1979). DEM models particles as rigid bodies and the interaction between two 248 
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particles using a spring and dashpot. Failure is simply modeled by breaking the spring or 249 

softening the spring constant. This modeling is appropriate for failure phenomena. The 250 

disadvantage of the method is that a method for determining the spring constant from the 251 

material properties has not been established, and the values need to be quantified 252 

experimentally. Therefore, the reliability of the results is not high. The refined DEM is a 253 

refined version of the three-dimensional DEM. The point of difference from the DEM is 254 

the arrangement of springs and the spring constant being theoretically determinable from 255 

material properties. Similar to the DEM, the proposed method models the structure as an 256 

assembly of rigid elements. However, unlike the case for the DEM, the interaction 257 

between elements is modeled by multiple springs and multiple dashpots attached to the 258 

surfaces of the elements. The surface of an element is divided into many segments, and a 259 

spring and a dashpot are attached to each segment. This segmentation enables the spring 260 

constant to be derived theoretically based on the three-dimensional stress-strain 261 

relationship. Before the failure, continuous elements are connected by restoring springs, 262 

and the elastic behavior can be simulated. The failure is modeled as the breakage of the 263 

restoring springs. After the failure, the restoring springs are replaced with contact springs 264 

and dashpots. The method detects contacts and recontacts between segments, and contact 265 

forces are calculated using the contact springs and dashpots. Therefore, the method 266 

enables the simulation of elastic behavior and is suitable for simulating large 267 

displacement behaviors such as failure and collapse. In DEM approach, structure is 268 

modeled as an assembly of rigid elements, and interaction between the elements is 269 

modeled with multiple springs and multiple dashpots that are attached to the surfaces of 270 

the elements. The elements are rigid, but the method allows the simulation of structural 271 

deformation by permitting penetration between elements. Fig. 4a shows a spring for 272 

computing the restoring force (restoring spring), which models the elasticity of elements. 273 
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The restoring spring is set between continuous elements. Structural failure is modeled as 274 

breakage of the restoring spring, at which time the restoring spring is replaced with a 275 

contact spring and a contact dashpot (Fig. 4b). Fig. 4b shows the spring and dashpot for 276 

computing the contact force (contact spring and dashpot) and modeling the contact, 277 

separation, and recontact between elements. The dashpots are introduced to express 278 

energy dissipation due to the contact. Structural collapse behavior is obtained using these 279 

springs and dashpots. The elements shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b) are rectangular 280 

parallelepipeds, but the method does not limit the geometry of the elements. The surface 281 

of an element is divided into small segments as shown in Fig. 5c. The segment in the 282 

figure is rectangular, but the method does not limit the geometry of the segment. The 283 

black points indicate the representative point of each segment, and the relative 284 

displacement or contact displacement between elements is computed for these points. 285 

Such points are referred to as contact points or master points in this study. One restoring 286 

spring and one combination of contact spring and dashpot are attached to one segment 287 

(Fig. 5d) at each of the representative points in Fig. 5c. The spring constant for each 288 

segment is derived on the basis of the stress-strain relationship of the material and the 289 

segment area. Forces acting on each element are obtained by summing the restoring force, 290 

contact force, and other external forces such as the gravitational force and inertial force 291 

of an earthquake. The behavior of an element consists of the translational behavior of the 292 

center of gravity and the rotational behavior around the center of gravity. The translational 293 

and rotational behaviors of each element are computed explicitly by solving Newton’s 294 

law of motion and Euler’s equation of motion.  295 

            296 
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(a)                                                                   (b)  297 

                            298 

                           (c)                                                                        (d)  299 

Fig. 5 Basic concept of the analysis method (Furukawa et al., 2011): a) Restoring spring, 300 

b) contact spring and dashpot, c) segments and contact points, and d) multiple springs and 301 

multiple dashpots 302 

There are two types of springs, namely restoring and contact springs. It is assumed that 303 

the spring constants of the restoring spring and those of the contact springs are the same. 304 

It is considered that each segment has its own spring.  Springs are set for both the normal 305 

and shear (tangential) directions of the surface. Let us denote the area of the segment as 306 

dA and the relative (contact) displacement at the surface segment as un and us. The 307 

subscripts n an s indicate the values in the normal and shear directions respectively. The 308 

spring constants per area in the normal and shear directions, kn and ks, are obtained as 309 

follows: 310 

               𝑘𝑛 =
𝐸

(1−𝜈2)ℓ
    (1) 311 

         𝑘𝑠 =
𝐸

2(1+𝜈)ℓ
    (2) 312 

Where, E is Young’s modulus,  𝜈 is Poisson’s ratio, and  is the distance from the 313 

surface at which the spring is connected to the center of gravity. In masonry structures, 314 

bricks are often connected with mortar. In this case, the spring constant per area 315 

between elements (bricks) is obtained as: 316 

�̄�𝑛 =
1

ℓ𝐴−𝑡𝑀/2

𝐸𝐴/(1−𝜈𝐴
2 )
+

𝑡𝑀

𝐸𝑀/(1−𝜈𝑀
2 )
+

ℓ𝐵−𝑡𝑀/2

𝐸𝐵/(1−𝜈𝐵
2 )

   (3) 317 
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�̄�𝑠 =
1

ℓ𝐴−𝑡𝑀/2

𝐸𝐴/2(1+𝜈𝐴)
+

𝑡𝑀
𝐸𝑀/2(1+𝜈𝑀)

+
ℓ𝐵−𝑡𝑀/2

𝐸𝐵/2(1+𝜈𝐵)

   (4) 318 

Where, tM is the mortar thickness, EM is Young’s modulus, and M is Poisson’s ratio of 319 

the mortar. The normal direction of forces is the direction perpendicular to the surface 320 

of the master point of element A. 321 

The elastic behavior of structures is demonstrated by the linear multiple restoring 322 

springs between continuous elements until the restoring force of a spring reaches its 323 

elastic limit. The elastic limits are modeled using the criteria of tension, shear, and 324 

compression failure. When a spring reaches one of these limits, it is judged that failure 325 

has occurred at that segment of the spring. After the failure, the restoring spring is 326 

replaced with a contact spring and dashpot at this segment. The method can trace the 327 

expansion of failure between elements. The three failure modes, viz., tension, shear, and 328 

compression failure modes are defined. 329 

Equations of motion can be constructed using the restoring and contact forces and other 330 

external forces. The motion of each element is obtained by solving the two equations of 331 

motion. One is the equation for the translational motion of the center of gravity, and the 332 

other is the equation for the rotational motion around the center of gravity. 333 

𝑚�̈�𝑔(𝑡) + 𝑐�̇�𝑔(𝑡) = 𝑚𝒈 −𝑚�̈�(𝑡) + ∑𝑭(𝑡)  (5) 334 

𝑰�̇�(𝑡) + 𝝎(𝑡) × 𝑰𝝎(𝑡) = ∑𝑹(𝑡)𝒓(𝑡) × 𝑹(𝑡)𝑭(𝑡)  (6) 335 

where xg(t) is the displacement vector of the center of gravity of an element at time t, m 336 

is the mass of the element, c is the damping constant of the element, g is the 337 

gravitational acceleration vector, tz  is the ground acceleration vector at time t, and 338 

∑𝑭(𝑡) is the sum of the restoring and contact force vectors at time t, I is the tensor of 339 

the moment of inertia, r(t) is the vector between the center of gravity and the point 340 

where force F(t) is applied. R(t) is the matrix representing the transformation from the 341 

absolute coordinate system to the inertial frame of reference. 342 
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The modeling approach proposed here is based on simplified micro-modeling proposed 343 

by Lourenco (1994). In the micro-modeling, individual components of the masonry 344 

structure shown in Fig. 6 (a) (i.e., brick and mortar joints) are modeled in a simple 345 

manner as shown in Fig. 6 (b). The bricks are modeled with rigid elements and the 346 

interface between elements is modeled with multiple springs and multiple dashpots. The 347 

size of one element is the sum of the brick size and mortar thickness, and the interface 348 

has zero thickness. The multiple springs and multiple dashpots interact with the surfaces 349 

of adjacent elements. The gravity centers of two adjacent elements do not change due to 350 

the failure of the mortar. 351 

The modeling by Lourenco (1994) is based on two-dimensional finite element modeling 352 

where the elements are modeled with deformable eight-node continuum elements and 353 

mortar joints are modeled with six-node interface elements. The modeling of this study 354 

is three-dimensional, the elements are modeled with rigid rectangular parallelepipeds 355 

and hexahedrons, and the deformability of elements and the mortar joint is included in 356 

the modeling with multiple springs. Six faces surrounding the elements are divided into 357 

segments. The interval between contact points of neighboring segments is 1/4 of each 358 

edge length. 359 

                   360 

(a)                                            (b)  361 

  Fig. 6 Analytical modeling of masonry structures: a) masonry structure, b) analytical 362 

model for the proposed method 363 

Three-dimensional numerical analysis was performed to simulate the wall under the test 364 

loading condition using brick and mortar elements with specified input parameters. 365 

 

Brick

Mortar joint  

Element

Spring and dashpot
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Model wall panel represents the total setup of the test including the wooden block and 366 

metal sheets placed at the top to distribute the load uniformly. Vertical constant load in 367 

each test setup was incorporated in the steel plate weight at the top. Fig. 7 shows the 368 

failure patterns from the numerical analysis, experiment, and observed failure pattern 369 

during the 2015 Gorkha earthquake in Singh Durbar. As shown in Fig. 7, the numerical 370 

model precisely represented the experimental as well as observed failure patterns. In-371 

plane shear test shows resemblance of the failure plane and pattern as observed in the 372 

monument during the 2015 Gorkha earthquake in Nepal. The main failure plane is brick 373 

mortar joint where brick above that plane slides and separation occurs in head joints. 374 

Overall orientation of the failure plane is diagonal from the point of loading towards the 375 

support at the bottom of another end (Fig. 7a). Results from the test and the numerical 376 

simulation using refined DEM justify the use of material properties for structural 377 

engineering applications. Shove test reported that the shear strength of the masonry from 378 

field test significantly represents the experimental result. Illampas et al. (Illampas, 379 

Ioannou, & Charmpis, 2014) highlighted that empirical manufacturing approaches lead 380 

to variability in material quality. They also noted that the properties of adobe bricks 381 

depend on the size and form of the specimen. Similarly, dynamic behavior of the adobe 382 

bricks in compression was extensively discussed by Li Piani et al. (Li Piani et al., 2020). 383 

They concluded that adobe is site dependent material and selection of mineralogical and 384 

geometrical properties of the constituents is not standardized.  385 
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 386 

Fig. 7 a) Deformed shape with failure pattern of wall panel obtained from numerical 387 

analysis, b) major failure pattern obtained from test, c) observed damage due to the 388 

2015 Gorkha earthquake at Singh Durbar 389 

Conclusions 390 

We conducted experimental testing of brick masonry in mud mortar from monumental 391 

neoclassical buildings located in Kathmandu Valley. Mechanical properties of brick units 392 

and walls are determined experimentally. The results are compared with existing test 393 

results and numerical modeling results.  Brick samples from Singh Durbar monument 394 

have average compressive strength of 19.68 MPa, which is more than double the expected 395 

compressive strength of first-class brick as defined by the Nepal Building Code. 396 

Meanwhile, bricks from Shreemahal showed the compressive strength of 6.4 MPa. The 397 

(a

(c

(b
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average shear strength is obtained as 0.024 MPa from in-situ tests. It could be concluded 398 

that more important structures were constructed using fine quality construction materials. 399 

The mechanical properties of the monumental masonry construction in Nepal as 400 

determined in this study show that they still have appreciable and satisfactory strengths 401 

even after being used for many decades. As mechanical properties of neoclassical 402 

masonry structures are not widely reported, the results of this study may be helpful for 403 

further studies. It is common in masonry constructions to have discrepancies in 404 

mechanical properties at various locations, so we recommend the future studies to 405 

incorporate more samples to obtain the average values of parameters. Moisture content 406 

in the mortar, effect on size of frogs, variation in the manufacturing process, humidity, 407 

effects of bonding, among others can have significant impact on the properties so, these 408 

factors can be considered for further studies.  409 
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